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Additive  manufacturing  (AM)  processes  based  on mask  image  projection  such  as  digital  micro-mirror
devices  (DMD)  have  the  potential  to be fast  and  inexpensive.  More  and  more  research  and  commercial
systems  have  been  developed  based  on  such  digital  devices.  However,  the  accuracy  and  resolution  of
the related  AM  processes  are  constrained  by the  limited  number  of  mirrors  in  a DMD.  In  this  paper,  a
eywords:
dditive manufacturing
olid freeform fabrication
ask image projection
ptimized pixel blending
rocess optimization

novel  AM  process  based  on  the  mask  video  projection  has been  presented.  For  each  layer,  a  set of  mask
images  instead  of  a single  image  are  planned  based  on  the principle  of the  optimized  pixel blending.
The  planned  images  are  then  projected  in  synchronization  with  the  small  movement  of  the  building
platform.  A  mask  image  planning  method  has  been  presented  for the  formulated  optimization  problem.
Experimental  results  have  verified  that  the  mask  video  projection  process  can  significantly  improve  the
accuracy  and  resolution  of  built  components.
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© 2011  The  Soc

. Introduction

Layer-based additive manufacturing (AM) is a collection of tech-
iques for manufacturing solid objects by the sequential delivery
f energy and/or material to specified points in space to produce
hat solid. During the last twenty-five years, many novel additive

anufacturing processes such as stereolithography (SLA), selective
aser sintering (SLS), and fused deposition modeling (FDM) have been
uccessfully developed and commercialized [16]. AM technology
s a direct manufacturing process that can fabricate parts from
omputer-aided design (CAD) models without part-specific tool-
ng and fixtures. Recent advances in material, process, and machine
evelopment have enabled AM processes to evolve from proto-
yping usage (i.e. Rapid Prototyping) to product manufacturing (i.e.
apid Manufacturing and Tooling) [16].

However, a core challenge to be addressed for AM technolo-
ies is to increase its building speed and to reduce its cost. Novel
M processes based on inexpensive digital devices such as Digital
icromirror Device (DMD) are essential for the purpose. The lat-

st development on the DMD-based digital light processing (DLP)
maging systems has presented an inexpensive yet powerful tool
hat enables one to simultaneously and dynamically control the

nergy input of a whole area instead of a single small spot. Hence,
n AM process based on such digital devices can be much faster
specially for complex shapes. The importance of such devices
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for future AM process development has been widely recognized
[5].

In this paper, we  investigate an AM process named Mask Projec-
tion Large-Area Stereolithography (MPLA-SLA) as shown in Fig. 1. The
process is based on dynamically projecting a mask image on a sur-
face area with a size that is typical for macro-scale engineering parts
(e.g. 250 mm × 250 mm).  In the process, the three-dimensional
(3D) CAD model of an object is firstly sliced by a set of horizon-
tal planes. Each slice is then converted into a two-dimensional
(2D) mask image. The related mask images are then sent to the
DMD and projected onto a resin surface such that liquid resin can
be selectively cured to form the layer of the object. By repeat-
ing the process, 3D objects can be formed on a layer-by-layer
basis. An test part built by our prototyping system is shown in the
figure.

However, a key challenge for the MPLA-SLA process is that a
DMD, which is a Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) device,
only has limited resolution. Hence, for an enlarged platform size,
the size of each pixel will also be larger. For example, the most
commonly available DMD  has 1024 × 768 small mirrors. Accord-
ingly, a related mask image projection system has only 1024 × 768
pixels that can be simultaneously controlled. As shown in Fig. 2, for
a platform size of 5 mm and 250 mm,  the pixel size of the related
projection image will be 5 �m and 250 �m,  respectively. Conse-
quently, compared to the Mask Projection Micro Stereolithography

(MP�-SLA) process for the fabrication of micro-scale parts (refer to
[4] for a review of the MP�-SLA), the MPLA-SLA process will have a
much larger pixel size, which presents challenges on its achievable
part accuracy and resolution.

d by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Mask projection 

Note that the XY resolution of the MPLA-SLA process (e.g.
50 �m)  is close to or even bigger than its Z resolution (e.g. 100 �m
hat is typically used as the layer thickness); while the XY resolu-
ion of the MP�-SLA process is much smaller than its Z resolution.
ence various defects, such as the aliasing effects that are well-
nown to digital devices, will be more severe in the MPLA-SLA
rocess. In this paper, a novel technique named mask video projec-
ion is presented for improving the XY resolution of the MPLA-SLA
rocess such that the accuracy and resolution of the process can be
ignificantly improved.
. Related work

Takagi and Nakajima [15] first presented the AM processes
ased on the mask image projection and illustrated using a mask

ig. 2. A comparison of platform size and XY resolution of the MPLA-SLA and MP�-
LA processes.
area stereolithography.

pattern to expose a resin surface for selective solidification. Since
then, several research systems have been developed based on
the mask-image-based AM processes [1–3,6–9,11–14]. In addition,
commercial systems such as the Perfactory system from Envisiontec
Gmbh (Gladbeck, Germany) and the V-Flash system from 3D Sys-
tems Inc. (Rock Hill, SC) have also been developed. Both DMD  and
light crystal display (LCD) have been used as light projection device,
and DMD  has been recognized as being more suitable for the AM
processes. Visible-light and ultraviolet (UV) curable photopolymer
have also been used as the raw material.

However, in the developed research systems, the platform size
is usually shrunk down to a small area (e.g. less than 5 mm × 5 mm)
such that the pixel size of the process can be sufficiently small to
achieve high accuracy and resolution. Accordingly only micro-scale
parts can be fabricated. Hence, the related process is usually called
Mask Projection Micro Stereolithography (MP�-SLA). In comparison,
we will focus on the fabrication of macro-scale parts, which will
require a much larger building area.

Just like the role of tool path planning for the CNC machining, the
mask image planning is critical in the MPLA-SLA processes. Differ-
ent from AM technologies such as SLA, SLS and FDM that are based
on the sweeping of a single spot, there are nearly one million pix-
els in the MPLA-SLA process whose values can by dynamically and
simultaneously set. Hence, understanding the interaction between
all the pixels is critical for controlling the projection light to achieve
desired accuracy and resolution.

Our previous work [17] studied the interaction between the pro-
jection light of neighboring pixels and how to manipulate the pixel
values to achieve desired accuracy and resolution. In our study, a
principle of the optimized pixel blending has been developed. Due
to various optical effects such as spherical aberration, astigmatism,
dispersion, spatial incoherence and distortion, the energy distri-
bution of a pixel follows a Gaussian distribution and spreads to
its neighboring pixels (refer to pixel � in Fig. 3a). The calibra-
tion image of a pixel is shown in Fig. 3b. In contrast, a sharply
focused pixel, denoted as an ideal pixel �, is also shown in Fig. 3a.

The light intensity of a pixel can vary for different grayscale lev-
els. Refer to a calibrated result as shown in Fig. 3c. Hence, the
light intensity K at any position P(x, y) is actually the sum of the
light intensities contributed by all the neighboring pixels. That is,
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ig. 3. An illustration of pixel blending. (a) Projected light of a pixel and related
ured geometry, (b) picture of a picture exposure, (c) light intensity distribution of

 pixel for different gray scale levels and (d) picture 2 × 2 pixels exposure.

P = K1 + K2 + K3 + . . . + Km. We  define such accumulation of energy
pixel blending”. A calibration result of 2 × 2 pixel exposure [18] is
lso shown in Fig. 3d to illustrate such effect.

Hence, by intelligently setting the grayscale values of the pro-
ection images, the pixel blending effect would enable one to define
nput energy with a sub-pixel resolution (i.e. the cured boundary
an be controlled with an accuracy that is much smaller than a pixel
ize). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 with one-dimensional (1D) simula-
ion of a set of pixels in Gaussian distribution. For different grayscale
alues of the left boundary pixel, the accumulated energy of all the
ixels is shown with a curing threshold ı (related to photocurable
esin and exposure time). We  mathematically formulated the pixel

lending problem in an optimization model and used optimization
ools to solve it. Physical experiments on both dimensional accu-
acy and surface have verified the effectiveness of the technique
17].

Fig. 4. One-dimensional simul
ing Processes 14 (2012) 107–118 109

Even though the optimized pixel blending method shows great
success in improving the accuracy and surface finish of big fea-
tures, its use in improving those of small features has been found
to be challenging. This is because, for a feature whose size is
much larger than a pixel size, plenty of inside pixels exist that are
redundant constraints. Consequently the formulated optimization
problem has a balanced number of design variables and constraints.
However, for parts with a higher resolution requirement, a large
number of features will have a similar size to a pixel size; hence the
number of inside pixels is relatively small (i.e. less redundant con-
straints exist). Consequently, the optimization problem is usually
over-constrained. To address such high resolution requirement, a
technique named mask video projection is presented in the paper,
which extends the optimized pixel blending principle by involving
multiple mask images for each layer. Consequently, n times more
design variables will be presented in the optimization problem,
which will lead to solutions with less errors.

3. Mask video projection

A DMD  is a digital device. That is, it only provides a set of dis-
crete variables to control the delivered energy in the projection
image. For a set of pixels with fixed positions, we have illustrated
that improved part quality can be achieved by adjusting the gray
scale values of the pixels. In this paper, we will illustrate that further
improvements on part accuracy and resolution is feasible by allow-
ing the projection image to move its XY coordinates. In addition, the
mask images used in the projection need to be carefully planned
based on the optimized pixel blending principle; otherwise, no such
improvements can be achieved.

Suppose a set of ideal pixels are given (i.e. a square defined by
the pixel size, or 1 px). As shown in Fig. 5, they can easily achieve
a resolution that is equal to or multiple times larger than its pixel
size. However, since a pixel is discrete, it will not be able to fabricate
a feature with a resolution that is smaller than the pixel size. An
example with half-a-pixel resolution (0.5 px) is shown in Fig. 5.
Suppose each of the four squares has 2 × 2 pixels. In case (a), the
square is aligned with the given pixels; while the squares in cases
(b)–(d) are shifted by half a pixel in X axis, Y axis, and both X and
Y axes, respectively. Obviously, the given pixels can only build the

square (a) but not the squares (b)–(d).

An intuitive way  for achieving such half-pixel resolution is to
move the projection image around and accordingly cure the related
squares. That is, suppose the exposure time that is set based on the

ation for pixel blending.
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Fig. 5. An example that requires half a pixel resolution.

ritical energy Ec of liquid resin is t0. We  can first use a projection
mage Ia to cure square (a); then the projection image is translated
n X axis by 0.5 px (Transb) and a related image Ib is projected to
ure square (b); and so on. Accordingly, the building process of a
ayer based on such a naïve way will be:

(Ia, t0) → (Transa) → (Ib, t0) → (Transb) → (Ic, t0) → (Transc)

→ (Id, t0) → (Transd).

Hence, the total exposure time will be 4 × t0 for achieving 0.5 px.
uch exposure time would increase exponentially for a higher res-
lution.

To increase the fabrication resolution without increasing the
uilding time, we investigated the novel use of the optimized pixel
lending technique. Among many strategies of moving projection
mages, we mainly studied the approach as shown in Fig. 6. During
he building process, we translate each of n mask images (I1–In) in
oth X and Y axes by 1/n  of a pixel, and each image will expose for
/n  of t0. Accordingly, the building process will be:

I1,
t0

n

)
→ (Trans1) →

(
I2,

t0

n

)
→ . . . →

(
In,

t0

n

)
→ (Transn).

Hence, the total exposure time would still be t0. Also, since each
ranslation only requires moving the platform a tiny distance (e.g.
.1 mm),  a linear stage can easily finish such translation in millisec-
nds. Hence, the total building time of our process is close to that
f the mask image projection process, in which a single projection
mage is used and its position is fixed during the building process.

Based on the optimized pixel blending principle, a set of mask
mages will be prepared for each exposure. Accordingly, during
he building process of a layer, the computed mask images will be
rojected for a preset exposure time; between the exposures, the
uilding platform will be slightly moved such that the XY coordinate
f each projection image will be shifted by 1/n  of a pixel. Hence, the
rocess is named mask video projection,  since the building of each

ayer uses a set of mask images instead of one mask image as shown
n the mask image projection process. In the paper, we  demonstrate
he mask video projection process is a general method that can build
iven shapes with sub-pixel resolutions.

. Problem formulation of the optimized mask video
rojection
The mathematical model of the mask video projection based
n multiple mask images is similar to the original pixel blending
odel. Considering a mask image with w × h pixels, each pixel

as gray scale values from 0 to 255, which can be normalized in
ing Processes 14 (2012) 107–118

the range of [0,1] and denoted as Hij. To achieve sub-pixel reso-
lution, we divide each pixel Sij into n × n small sub-pixels Fpq with
value 0 (black) or 1 (white). Suppose the light intensity of each pixel
in its neighboring domain follows Gaussian function Gxy. For each
small pixel, the light intensity of all the neighboring big pixels will
convolute together. Comparing the convoluted light intensity and
predefined threshold ı, we  can identify the target status of each
small pixel, which is denoted as F ′

pq. The objective of optimized
pixel blending to manipulate the grayscale value of each pixel such
that the error between the target status Fpq and solidifying status
F ′

pq is as small as possible. For the optimized mask video projec-
tion, let m denote the number of mask images, and x̃t , ỹt denote
the offset of a mask image t. The optimization model is shown as
follows:

GIVEN : Fpq, Gx,y

FIND : Hij, ı

SATISFY : F ′
pq =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1,

m∑
t=1 (i,j)

∑
∈ Spq

Gpq(Hij) > ı

0, else
Hij ∈ [0.1]

MINIMIZE :
n×w∑
p=1

n×h∑
q=1

∣∣Fpq − F ′
pq

∣∣
where:

Gtpq(Hij) = Aij exp

{
−1

2

[(
p − x̃t

�xij

)2

+
(

q − ỹt

�yij

)2
]

Aij = H1/3
ij

Āij, �xij
= H1/3

ij
�̄xij

, �yij
= H1/3

ij
�̄yij

, Hij = I

255
,

I = 1, 2, . . . , 255.

In the model, Āij , �̄xij
, �̄yij

are the calibrated parameters for big
pixel (i, j) with full light intensity (i.e. gray scale = 255 or Hij = 1)
[18]; Aij, �xij

, �yij
are the Gaussian parameters for big pixel (i, j) with

partial light intensity (i.e. gray scale < 255 or Hij < 1).
Compared to the original model, the objective function and the

constraints are almost the same. However, since more images are
involved and the Gaussian parameters are different, the new for-
mulated model is much more complicated and harder to solve. Our
computational strategy for solving the formulated optimization
problem is discussed as follows.

5. Computational strategy

We first present the simulation procedure used in evaluating
the computed mask images. Based on it, an iterative optimization
method is presented for computing the mask images as defined in
the optimized pixel blending problem related to any input images.

5.1. Simulation of the mask video projection process

Fig. 7 illustrates the simulation procedure of the mask video pro-
jection process. First, an input 3D solid model (a) is sliced by a set of
horizontal planes. Each slice is converted into a 2D image (b) based
on super sampling (i.e. the sampling resolution of the 2D image is

n times higher than that of a DMD). Hence, each pixel of the pro-
jection image is subdivided into n × n sub-pixels. According to the
target image (b), we  use some mask planning algorithms to com-
pute mask images (c). Some algorithmsthat have been developed
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Fig. 6. An illustration of th

nclude Geometric Heuristic (GH) [17], linear programming opti-
ization [17], and iterative optimization algorithm as discussed

n this paper. The grayscale level of each pixel H in mask images
c) represents the corresponding light intensity. Since each pixel
ollows a Gaussian function (d). Each mask image will convolute
ith the Gaussian function Hi ⊗ G. Accordingly, the accumulated

ntensity (e) will be I =
∑n

i=1Hi ⊗ G. For the input light intensity,
he polymerization process of liquid resin has been studied before.
he liquid resin will be cured when the input energy is greater than
he critical energy. Thus, the cured result is a binary image (g) that
an be represented as F′ = T(I), where T is the gate function (f) with
he threshold of the critical energy related to liquid resin. Com-
aring the cured result F′ with the target image F, an error image

 (h) can be computed, in which errors are showed in two differ-
nt colors. Red pixels represents shapes that are in F′ but not in F;
reen pixels represents shapes that are in F but not in F′. Hence,
ur objective is to minimize the errors while satisfying the given
onstraints.

.2. DDS algorithm for the mask image planning
In the formulated optimization problem, the light intensity Hij
an only take 255 discrete numbers. Hence the derivative based
ptimization methods are not applicable here. In addition, due to
utually exclusive constraints, solutions with no errors may  not

ig. 7. A simulation process of the pixel blending. (a) 3D solid, (b) input image F, (c) Mask
ntensity.
k video projection process.

exist. To develop a general optimization method that can be appli-
cable to any input images, we  investigated a heuristic optimization
method, Direct Binary Search (DBS), which has been widely used in
2D printing industry. The DBS method has been verified to be effec-
tive in creating high quality halftone images [10]. Compared to the
binary variables considered in the DBS method, the variable Hij in
our model is discrete and can take 255 values. Hence, a related iter-
ative optimization method named the Direct Discrete Search (DDS)
has been developed, which is discussed as follows.

In essence, the DDS is a heuristic optimization method that has
no specific mathematical requirement on the model. Its core idea
is to iteratively scan an image related to an initial solution in raster
order and gradually perturbs the light intensity of pixels in the
boundary region in 256 levels. Among all the changes, only the
changes that can reduce the error will be accepted, and accord-
ingly the solution is updated. The DDS framework is shown in Fig. 8.
Similar to other heuristic optimization method, the DDS algorithm
cannot necessarily find the global optimization solution. However,
it can give us a sub-optimal solution in reasonable time. Thus the
approach is flexible and robust, which properly fits our purpose.

Similarly to [17], we conduct a two-stage optimization process

based on error and separation respectively. Error is the difference
between the blending result and target, which is discussed in the
simulation procedure. After achieving the optimal error, we further
separate the pixels with different values (0 or 1) to the largest extent

 images H, (d) error images E, (e) pixel blending result F′ and (e) accumulated light
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Fig. 8. Framework of the DDS algorithm.

ithout increasing the error. That is, the light intensity of each black
ixel should be as high as possible, while the light intensity of each
hite pixel should be as low as possible. Higher separation is better

or polymerization and can achieve higher surface smoothness. To
mprove the optimization process, we only consider the pixels that
re inside boundary region Bp, the inside pixels can be heuristically
et as 0 or 1 according to the target image. Since the main frame-
ork for the two stages are identical except the objective, we will
nly present the algorithm for the first stage (i.e. optimizing the
rror) as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 9 shows the optimization process of the DDS for a test
ase of an ultrasound transducer array model. As can be seen from

ig. 10. A test example based on a 1–3 annual array for an ultrasound transducer. (a) A
illars  at 4 different positions.
Fig. 9. An example of the optimization process of the DDS method.

the figure, the two  optimization criteria, error and separation, are
optimized based on the described algorithm. In stage 1, the error
(indicated by red line) is gradually decreasing. The corresponding
blending results are shown in the figure, in which the related errors
are also given (red and green pixels are extra and missing portions,
respectively). In stage 2, the separation (indicated by blue line) is
gradually increasing. The corresponding mask images are shown
in the figure. Note that the related blending results are not shown
since they are the same (i.e. error # = 0). Since DDS is an iterative
heuristic method. The termination criterion is defined by the user
such as a maximal iteration number or a cut-off objective number.
For example, in the example as shown in Fig. 9, the criterion of the
first stage is the error is equal to 0. After that, the second stage,
maximizing separation, will begin.

6. Experimental results

6.1. A test case with high resolution requirement

In an ultrasonic imaging system, a transducer array can send
an ultrasound and then the same array can detect the sound and
convert it to an electrical signal. Recent developments on high
frequency ultrasonic imaging have focused on improving the per-
formance of 1–3 ceramic/polymer composites. Such 1–3 ultrasound
transducer arrays require a higher fabrication resolution such that
the shapes and positions of the pillars as designed in the array can

be well controlled. Fig. 10 shows a test case based on the fabrica-
tion of a 1-3 ultrasound transducer array. Fig. 10a  shows the 3D
CAD model of the array. Fig. 10b  shows a sliced image of the model.
Suppose all the pillar are squares with 2 × 2 pixels, and the gaps

 CAD model of 1–3 PZT annual arrays, (b) a sliced image and (c) a test image with
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Table 1
A comparison of different methods on the building errors.

Pillar position Error pixel number

1 mask image 2 mask images

GH DDS GH DDS

P1 (shift in X, Y by 0.5 px) 276 60 280 0
P (shift in X by 0.5 px) 280 51 280 0

F
r

C. Zhou, Y. Chen / Journal of Manu

etween neighboring pillars are also 2 pixels. Further suppose given
illars can be in any positions. In order to verify the effectiveness
f the mask video projection method on improving the building
esolution, we tested building pillars in four different positions. As
hown in Fig. 10c, pillars P1 are shifted in both X and Y axes by half

 pixel; pillars P2 are shifted in X axis by half a pixel; pillars P3 are
hifted in Y axis by half a pixel; and pillars P4 are aligned with the
iven pixels without any shifting. The capability of building such
illars in the given positions will demonstrate the effectiveness of
he mask-video projection technique.

.2. Comparison: tests without the mask video projection

For comparison, the building results based on a single mask
mage have been tested for pillars P1. In the test, a mask image is
enerated by two mask image planning methods, geometric heuris-
ic (GH) and DDS, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the test result of the GH

ethod for the mask image projection process. In the GH method,
he gray scale value of a pixel is set based on the area ratio of the
ixel that is covered by the pillars. Since pillars P1 are shifted in
oth X and Y axes by half a pixel, the gray scale values of the nine
eighboring pixels can be set at 25%, 50%, and 100% levels. Accord-

ngly, a mask image can be generated as shown in Fig. 11b. The
imulated pixel blending and curing results are shown in Fig. 11c
nd d, respectively. As shown in the figure, a large number of errors
xist (the error pixel number is 276 including both red and green
ixels). The built physical model by using the mask image is shown

n Fig. 11e, which verifies the simulation results.

.3. Comparison: tests without the optimized pixel blending

The same sliced image has been tested based on the mask video
rojection process (n = 2). For comparison, we first use the GH
ethod to plan the two mask images. The GH method computes
ach mask image individually without considering their interac-
ions. Fig. 12 shows the test result of the mask video projection
rocess based on the GH method. Fig. 12b shows the two mask

mages, Mask1 and Mask2, which are computed based on the pillars’

ig. 11. Test result of the geometric heuristics based on one mask image for pillars P1 (shif
esult and (e) physical building result.
2

P3 (shift in Y by 0.5 px) 280 40 280 0
P4 (no shifting) 276 52 280 0

area ratio in each pixel. The simulated pixel blending and curing
results are shown in Fig. 12c and d, respectively. The physical exper-
imental result is shown in Fig. 12d, which verifies the simulation
results.

Table 1 lists the errors for both GH and DDS methods based on
one and two  mask images. Only the DDS method based on two
mask images can generate a simulated building result that has no
errors. Note that the use of multiple shifted mask images without
considering the pixel blending of the images will not reduce the
building errors (refer to the example in Fig. 12e).

As a heuristic method, the DDS algorithm can give a good solu-
tion in reasonable time. We  found the computing time of DDS in the
tests is even faster than those of deterministic optimization meth-
ods. For example, for the pillar cases as shown in Fig. 10,  the DDS
method takes ∼4 s to get two mask images for the sliced image.

6.4. Test results based on mask video projection

Tests of the mask video projection process based on the opti-
mized pixel blending have been performed for n = 2 and 4. For
pillars P1–P4, the DDS method was  used in computing two mask
images (n = 2). The experimental results for P1 and P2–P4 are shown
in Figs. 13 and 17 in the appendix, respectively. In order to observe

the effect of shifting the pillars by half a pixel, a reference frame
is added which is shown in green pixels in the figures. Since the
position of the reference frame is fixed, the pillars P1–P4 will have
different gaps to the frame. The built physical model was put under

ted by 0.5 px). (a) Given shape, (b) mask image, (c) accumulated effect, (d) blending
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ig. 12. Test result of the geometric heuristics based on two  mask images for pill
lending result and (e) physical building result.

 digital microscope (50×) to measure the distances dX and dY to

he reference frame in X and Y axes, respectively. The distances
etween two neighboring pillars (dGap) have also been measured.
he measured dimensions in millimeter are shown in Fig. 13(e).

ig. 13. Test result of the DDS method based on two mask images for pillars P1 (shifted b
e)  physical building result.
(shifted by 0.5 px). (a) Given shape, (b) mask images, (c) accumulated effect, (d)

Note that the magnified image is flipped in X axis due to the digital

microscope we  used.

The mask video projection process based on four mask images
(n = 4) has also been tested. As shown in Fig. 14(a), the pillars in the

y 0.5 px). (a) Input, (b) mask images, (c) accumulated effect, (d) blending result and
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Fig. 14. Test result of the DDS based on four mask images for pillars that are shifted in X and Y axes by 0.25 px. (a) Input, (b) mask images, (c) accumulated effect, (d) blending
result  and (e) physical building result.

Fig. 15. Different pixel blending results based on one and two  mask projection images.
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Table  2
Experimental result error comparison (pixel size = 0.364 mm).

Pillar position Dimension errors

Measured (mm)  Designed (mm) Error (%)

Two masks
P1

dX 1.111 3 px = 1.092 1.7
dY 1.122 3 px = 1.092 2.8
dGap 1.456 4 px = 1.456 0.0

P2

dX 1.158 3 px = 1.092 6.0
dY 1.286 3.5 px = 1.274 0.9
dGap 1.450 4 px = 1.456 0.4

P3

dX 1.275 3.5 px = 1.274 0.1
dY 1.122 3 px = 1.092 2.8
dGap 1.456 4 px = 1.456 0.0

P4

dX 1.315 3.5 px = 1.274 3.2
dY 1.281 3.5 px = 1.274 0.6
dGap 1.456 4 px = 1.456 0.0

Four masks
P5

dX 1.185 3.25 px = 1.183 0.2
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dY 1.184 3.25 px = 1.183 0.1
dGap 1.456 4 px = 1.456 0.0

esigned array have been shifted in both X and Y axes by 1/4 of a
ixel (i.e. 0.25 px) in order to illustrate the capability of the process.
imilar to the previous test cases, the same reference frame was
dded. Based on the input image, four mask images, Mask1–Mask4,
ere computed as shown in Fig. 14b. The simulated pixel blend-

ng and curing results are shown in Fig. 14c and d, respectively.
he built physical model based on the mask images are shown in
ig. 14e. The measured dimensions and related errors of dX, dY, and
Gap are also listed in Table 2 – P5. The errors in shifting the pillars
y 1/4 of a pixel are quite small (<1%).

The measured dimensions and related errors of dX, dY, and dGap
or all the tests are shown in Table 2. Related to the designed refer-
nce frame, the results show that the mask video projection process
an effectively move the pillars in sub-pixel distances. The related
rrors are small (<6%).

. Discussion

Essentially the n mask images used in the mask video projection
rocess presents n times more design variables. Accordingly much
ore combinations of accumulated light intensity among all the

ixels can be explored, which may  lead to better XY accuracy and
esolution for an input image. Fig. 15 shows an example based on
D simulation. Similar to Fig. 4, light intensity of each pixel follows
aussian distribution. Accordingly, the accumulated energy based
n one or two mask images are shown in red and green lines, respec-
ively. By setting different grayscale values of pixel I4 in the mask
mage 1 and those of pixels I3.5 and I4.5 in the shifted mask Image
, different separations and positions of a gap can be achieved as
hown in Fig. 15a and b, respectively.

However, note the resolution of the mask video projection
rocess will not linearly increase with the number of projection

mages. Since multiple mask images will be accumulated together
o define the fabricated features, the fabrication accuracy and res-
lution will benefit only indirectly from the use of more mask
mages. Their relation is not straightforward due to the complex
onvolution process. To investigate the relation between the res-

lution improvement and the number of mask images, simulation
xperiments have been performed. Fig. 16 shows an example based
n a dragon model. In the experiment, we super-sample the CAD
odel by using 1/10th of the pixel size of a projection image. The
Fig. 16. The relation between the number of errors and the number of mask images.

optimized mask images were computed. Accordingly the related
errors are counted in the super-sampled pixels. As shown in Fig. 16,
the number of errors reduces as the number of mask images
increases. However, the error improvements become less signifi-
cant when n > 5. Hence a tradeoff on the number of mask images
should be evaluated by considering the longer computational time
in preparing the mask images, as well as the delays in projecting
and translating multiple mask images.

8. Conclusion

Additive manufacturing processes based on digital micromir-
ror devices have good properties such as versatile, low-cost and
high-speed. However, its usage in the mask projection large-area
stereolithography show limited part accuracy and resolution due to
the limited number of mirrors in such a DMD. A novel method based
on the mask video projection has been presented. For each layer,
a set of mask images, instead of a single image, are planned based
on the optimized pixel blending. The planned images are then pro-
jected in synchronization with the small movement of the building
platform. The mathematical model for the mask image planning
of the building process has been presented. Due to the nonlinear
and discrete nature, a direct discrete search method based on the
optimized pixel blending has been developed for computing the
mask images. The mask images used in the building process can dra-
matically affect the accuracy and resolution of built components.
Experimental results have verified that the proposed method can
effectively improve the XY resolution of the MPLA-SLA process.

Note, among many possible platform movement strategies, only
one configuration by moving the platform along a direction that has
a 45◦ angle to both X and Y axes was  explored. Also the presented
technique has been tested for the MPLA-SLA process. Its use for
the MP�-SLA process will be investigated in the future. A draw-
back of the mask video projection process is that it will require
an additional linear stage with good accuracy and moving speed.
In addition, the platform movement during the building process
requires the position control to ensure the repeatability between
different layers.
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Fig. 17. Test result for pillars P2–P4.
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ppendix A. Test results based on two projection images
or pillars P2–P4

Fig. 17 shows the test results for pillars P2–P4 by using two mask
mages.
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